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ATTENDANCE LETTERS
Your principal should see and approve all letters 

before they are sent. 

From your school’s start 
page, click the first link 
on the left of the page, 
ATTENDANCE.

At the bottom of 
the page, click 
ATTENDANCE 
LETTERS.

This page will take 
a while to load, be 
patient with it! You 
can open this 
page on a new tab 
and let it run while 
you work on other 
things.  
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1. Print letters by selecting the number 3, 5, 8, or 10. Clicking 3, 5, 8, 10 will open a new 
tab with the attendance letter in it (3=3 day letter, 5=5 day letter…) On this attendance 
letter, every date the student was AU will be listed, even AU’s from other schools.  

2. Click on the student’s name, “Smith, Johnny”. This 
will open a new window. This is where you will enter the 
date the letter was sent. Enter the date that letter was 
sent, then press SUBMIT.

1. Pressing submit on this page will not update the 
dates on this main page

2. DO NOT refresh or reload the main page after 
each date entry. Remember, the main page takes 
time to load and the information is being saved. 
When done entering dates, you can refresh the 
page to be sure all data is saved. 

3. Once a date has been entered and the main page has 
been refreshed, the date will replace the number. You can 
still click on this to bring up the letter. You can easily tell 
which letters were sent by looking at which letters have 
dates (sent), and which letters have 3, 5, 8, or 10 (not sent). 

LOG ENTRY- Continue making log entries as normal for each letter sent. (See “Log 
Entry for Attendance Letters”, attached)
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INDIVIDUAL STUDENT CHANGES

If you have sent a letter and something happens, such as a parent calling to dispute an 
absence, you’ll need to change the student’s attendance as normal. If the change 
effects how many AU’s are being reported, you may need to remove a date.

EXAMPLE: Mom calls after you send Johnny’s 5 day letter and says “Johnny was sick 
2/1 and 2/2 and I forgot to call to tell you.” Change the student’s attendance as normal. 
Changing 2 days AU to AE changes how many letters Johnny should have.

Go to the student in PS and click on CUSTOM 
SCREENS on the left hand side, then in the 
same area, NEW ATTENDANCE LETTERS

Johnny had 5 days AU and 
now only has 3. Remove the 
date from the 5-day letter 
slot, then click SUBMIT. 
Nothing else needs to be 
done, this change will reflect 
on your main attendance 
page the next time you load it 
up. 
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THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOR

1. The new attendance letters do not have to be done every day but 
be sure to leave yourself reminders to do them. Attendance letters 
should be done at least 2x a week. 

2. When entering dates, be sure to click SUBMIT and close out of the 
entry window. It is easy to enter dates and exit the page, forgetting to 
submit.
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Log Entries for Attendance Letters
NEVER CHANGE ANY LOG ENTRY BUT YOUR OWN.

Once you have prepared the letter for sending 
with the certified slips, go to the student in 
PowerSchool. On the lefthand side, Select LOG 
ENTRIES.

Click NEW.  (Below)

 

For attendance letter purposes, you will only fill out Date & Time 
through Log Entry, ignore everything else, then Submit.
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Sending Certified Letters
The left of this slip 
goes on the top 
center of the 
envelope. The rest of 
this is for your record.

There is a small, thin 
sticker on his slip. 
Peel and stick in on 
the light green sheet 
below, where the red 
box is. This is the 
tracking number that 
you will enter in your 
log entry.

 

This slip sticks on the back of 
the envelope. 

Address the certified slip and 
stick the tracking # sticker on 
it.

This is the piece that will be 
returned to you in the mail. 
You will modify your log entry 
with the date that you receive 
this slip back.


